In vitro splint rigidity evaluation--comparison of a dynamic and a static measuring method.
The aim of this in vitro study was to investigate a dynamic and static tooth mobility assessment method in terms of reproducibility and correlation. A custom-made artificial model was used. The central incisors simulated 'injured' teeth with increased mobility, and the lateral incisors served as 'uninjured' teeth with physiological mobility. To assess tooth mobility, three consecutively repeated measurements were taken, in the vertical and horizontal dimensions before and after splinting, using the Periotest method as well as the Zwick universal testing machine. Reproducibility of the measurements was tested using anova and the Bonferroni post hoc test (α = 0.05). Correlation was analysed using Spearman's rank correlation (α = 0.05). No significant differences were found when comparing the three consecutively taken Periotest values and the vertical Zwick values (P > 0.05). In the horizontal dimension, the first Zwick values differed from the second and third values (P < 0.05). Only a few random correlations (P < 0.05) were found when comparing the two assessment methods. Horizontal and vertical measurements within one method did not correlate (P > 0.05). The Periotest and vertical Zwick values are highly reproducible. The measurements of the two methods do not correlate; therefore, a conversion of Periotest values into metric displacement data is not feasible. The two methods provide different valuable information about tooth mobility. The Periotest method describes the damping characteristics of the periodontal ligament while the Zwick method reveals quantitative metric values.